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1. Introduction
We present an investigation into the effects of proton implantation on the performance of monolithically
integrated buried ridge stripe (BRS) sampled grating (SG) DBR lasers with electro-absorption modulators (EAM).
Two different proton implant profiles were performed, demonstrating a reduction in parasitic capacitance associated
with the BRS structure. The modulation bandwidth, DC extinction, and optical loss of the modulators were
characterized. It is shown that by using a proton implant profile that is in close proximity to the buried ridge and
penetrates the homojunction, a 2X improvement in modulation bandwidth and a decreased optical loss can be
achieved.
2. Experiment
A complete description of the device fabrication process and epilayer structure can be found in [1]. A schematic
of the device is shown in Figure 1. In order to create a non-absorbing waveguide and an efficient EAM, QWI has
been applied to two different extents, yielding a total of three unique band-edges on chip [2].

Figure 1: (a) Top view and (b) side view SG-DBR laser schematic illustrating the various sections and band-edges.

The fabrication process calls for two proton implants, the first is used for electrical isolation between laser
sections and has a width of 10 µm over the buried ridge. The second, the BRS implant studied here, is a higher
energy implant used to decrease leakage current in the laser and to lower parasitic capacitance in the EAM. In order
to study the effects of proton implantation, two different BRS implant profiles were used. As a control, one sample
was not BRS implanted. The second sample used a straight implant profile with a 4 µm wide implant mask over the
EAM section, and a 10 µm wide implant mask was used over all other sections of the device. The third sample used
a 28° angle implant with a 6 µm wide implant mask over the EAM section, and again used a 10 µm implant mask
over all other sections. Figure 2 illustrates the implant profile for both samples with a BRS implant.
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Figure 2: Electron micrograph of (a) 4 µm wide straight implant profile, (b) 6 µm wide angled implant profile.

3. Results and Conclusions
The injection efficiency of the SG-DBR laser was shown to increase as the proton implant approached the buried
ridge. The injection efficiencies were extracted to be 76%, 82%, and 85% for the non BRS implanted, 4um wide
straight implant, and 6um wide angled implant, respectively. This can be explained by the reduction in the InP total
homojunction area reducing the leakage current. The optical loss in the regions containing the passive band-edge
and 10 µm wide BRS implant was found to be between 2.3 and 3.5 cm-1. A significant reduction in optical loss,
from 6.0 cm-1 to 1.8 cm-1, was observed in the sample with the 6 µm wide angled implant compared to the sample
without the BRS implant in the regions with the EAM band-edge. This can be attributed to less free carrier
absorption associated with p-type doping [3].
The modulator characteristics for all implant profiles are shown in Figure 3. The decreased extinction for the
implanted samples is likely due to proton straggle causing lattice damage within the quantum wells. The 6 µm wide
angle implanted EAM demonstrates 11.5 GHz 3dB bandwidth, a greater than 2X improvement over the non BRS
implanted sample, while the 4 µm wide straight implant demonstrated a 3dB bandwidth of 8.5 GHZ. Although the
DC extinction was observed to suffer as the implant approached the ridge, with further optimization of the active
region design and implant profile, proton implantation holds promise as a technique that could make the BRS more
viable for use in high-speed devices.
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Figure 3: (a) DC Extinction for 125 µm EAMs of all implant profiles, (b) Frequency response for 175 µm EAMs of all implant profiles.
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